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                         HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN????? 

Membership Dues were to be paid by December 31st, 

please forward if you haven't done so.   

 To: Wayne Hildebrand                 

  P.O. Box  125       

   Vida, OR.                  



    

                       

From The  Bridge      3/1/21                               

NOW HEAR THIS…  All hands commence Field Day.  I can distinctly re-

member Chief Nagle barking those dreaded words into the 1 MC like 

nobody else!  It is time to become MVP??  What am I talking about?  

How about MVP - Make Vacation Plans? Field Day is not exactly a va-

cation but Work Week really is. It is a little like Field Day in that we work on the ship, but it is a 

great time to have fun with shipmates of old.  So, I say again MVP -make plans to come to Work 

Week April 19-24.  We plan to get #1 engine running again and that would be worth the trip in 

itself.  I am sure Sean Foraker will look down with great joy as we get it running.   We have the 

green light from AIMM and will have the ship to ourselves along with the barge.  We can cook in 

the galley and in the barge kitchen.  The Wyndham is also open and offering special rates to any-

one who can not stay on the boat or has guests.  We urge all members attending to get vaccinat-

ed.  Since most of us are over 65, that should not be difficult.  I am vaccinated with both shots 

from the VA.  Even if you cannot attend Work Week, you should get vaccinate for your protection 

and safety.    Please let Ron Sagaert know if you are coming to Work Week so he can plan the 

schedule for the week.  We will have a business meeting at the end of the week to plan for the 

future.   

As we start the year it is time to settle up on dues.  So far, we have not collected much and there 

are dozens of members who have not paid yet.  So, I urge all of you who owe dues to send them 

to Wayne Hildebrand, our treasurer:  PO Box  125, Vida, OR 97488. 

It is with great sadness that I report the passing of Bob Opple.  He was a past president, marvel-

ous speaker and a driving force for the return of USS Razorback to US and final home as a muse-

um in North Little Rock.  He will be sorely missed.  We will have a burial at sea service during 

work week where some of his ashes will be spread to sea off the port side of Razorback.  See ad-

ditional info elsewhere in this issue.     

In this issue we have some “sea stories” from when we served and an update on the sad ending 

for the USS Bon Homme Richard, which is being scrapped.    

Steady bubble, DBF, and start making plans for April Work Week April 19-24.   

See you in April.     

Fred Reker, Captain, USNR-R 
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EDITOR’S CORNER  

I am producing the  Razorback’s Lobo Jr. Newsletter in an effort to continue to 
communicate to the members to help keep the Association active.   

It is unfortunate no Zoom meetings have been scheduled during this time 
which would have provided an opportunity to chat with fellow shipmates and 
to physically see each other. Perhaps this could be arranged with a member 
who is more skilled than I in hosting one.  

With the passing of member Bob Opple who was instrumental in the Razor-
back’s return to the US possible after its service in Turkey, it is difficult to ex-

press the loss that one feels when they loose a dear friend.  Life is not getting any easier for 
any of us. 

How many submariners can say that their WWII boat remains today?  Very few.  To know that 
you can visit the Razorback at it’s mooring site in North Little Rock, Ak. and tour the muse-
um, what an opportunity that is. 

Is the years are passing quickly by, it is important to history and to the members that we re-
call and record those moments.   

It is time to write down those stories and incidents you remember or a photo and funny mo-
ment that you recall while serving on the Razorback as a way of connecting and remember-
ing the time you have served to put In Lobo Jr.     

 I am waiting to hear from you and hope you will take the time to contact me.   Is there any-
thing else you would like me to feature  in your newsletter? 

Also, please consider sending a donation to AIMM (Arkansas Inland Maritime Museum) for 
the continuing maintenance of the Razorback and any historic items & photos that you think 
may be  of interest, to send them to AIMM so these valuable items  are not lost. 

Thank you for your service and I hope we will meet as soon as it will be possible.  If we can 
do a Zoom meeting we can chat live.  In the mean time you can always contact me 

Sincerely 

Valerie Braunschweig   

Editor, Publisher 

Razorback’s Lobo Jr. Newslet-
ter 

valerieanddick@telus.net 

(250) 642-3635 
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It is with great sadness we honor the passing of Bob Opple.  

He will be greatly missed.  He was our Story Teller.  We, the 

shipmates of  USS Razorback will be forever be grateful to 

Bob who found “OUR” boat in Turkey after some guy walked 

into his office and saw a picture of the Razorback on his of-

fice wall and said he had seen our boat in Turkey.   

Bob was instrumental in the acquisition and return of the 

Razorback to the US. With Bob’s help & determination, with 

donations and former shipmates pulling together the rest         

became history as our boat is now at the Arkansas Inland 

Maritime Museum in North Little Rock, Ak.  

Very few can say the submarine they served upon commis-

sioned in 1944 still remains 77 years latter.  

Each year we gather to do maintenance work on the Razor-

back and share some memories and good times together.    

We plan on a sea side ceremony at the Razorback during 

this years Work Week April 19-23 

ETERNAL PATROL  
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 Robert  Warner Opple Jr.              

January 22, 1940—January 10, 2021 

USS 394.ORG 
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Hello shipmates  
 
 Below my note is a posting by Bob’s daughters out in Seattle that I copied off     
Facebook.  It details their plans for a small memorial service for Bob Opple.        
Attendance has been filled.   
    
The Razorback Association and the Museum staff is planning an official burial at sea               
ceremony off the port side at our Work Party at the Razorback onTuesday 20 April.  
Bob's daughter, Kirsten has sent some of Bob's ashes to the museum for this purpose. His 
youngest daughter Kelly is planning to attend this ceremony.  An honor guard will attend and 
offer the proper send off to our shipmate.  I have been assured that we will be able to hold this 
as planned. Please bring some khaki slacks and a white (ish) shirt with your USSVI vest (if you 
have one) . I have requested that this ceremony be private for us.  There may be media around 
on another day though as we tend to draw a crowd in NLR. We also plan to have a very private 
bourbon toast to all our Razorback shipmates gone over the years. Thank you to John 
Hertzberg for supplying the amber liquid.  
  
Keep a green board guys!                
 Hope to see you all at the boat during Work Party Week 19-23 April 2021 
 
Yours  
Ron Saegert 
 
MESSAGE FROM KELLY and KRISTEN OPPLE: 
 
Many people have asked about whether or not there will be a service for my dad.  Kelly and I 
have secured a date for a private memorial at the Tahoma National Cemetery where his ashes 
will be laid to rest next to my mom.  There will be full military honors, just the way he always 
wanted.  He was a friend to all and mentor to many, and I am positive that if no COVID re-
strictions were placed upon us, the ceremony would be full of people- from all walks of life-
gathering to honor and remember the generous man he was and the incredible life he led.  I am 
just pleased we are able to gather at all during these crazy times, however attendance numbers 
has already been filled.   
 

Room reservations at Wyndham. 

We have set up a block of rooms at special discounted rate of $89 at the    

Wyndham Riverfront in North Little Rock for Work Week.  Call 501 371 9000     

and mention Razorback to get this special rate.  You must reserve your room       

by March 31. After that the rate goes back to $121.  Anyone who has guests and 

needs a room for Work Week or Opple burial at sea ceremony can do so.   



                   

 1
st  

Wespac Trip (continued) 

First article in  last issue of Lobo Jr. 
               Submitted by Fred Reker, Captain, USNR-R  

 

In last Lobo Jr (Dec.) I covered the aborted Wespac Trip during the Cuban Missile Crisis. 

 This is the rest of the story of my first trip.  We were scheduled to depart in 1
st

 quarter of 63.  

As a preamble we had to fire a war-shot MK 14 torpedo at San Clemente Island.  We had fired 

several exercise shots, but this was to be the real thing with COMSUBDIV 32 on board.  Rod 

Potter and his torpedo men lead by 1
st

 class Munoz made the weapon ready and loaded it in 

Tubes Forward and into tube 1.   

We got underway on a Monday morning and arrived on station that afternoon while I was 

JOOD.  When we attempted to fire the torpedo, something went wrong and it did not run.  

There were lots of theories as to what 

happened, but no one really knew.  But 

the fact was we had a war-shot torpedo 

which might have been armed in tube 1 

and no easy answer what to do next.  We 

tried shooting a water slug to eject it but 

that only moved it further out the tube.  

Upon close examination we could see the 

torpedo hung up in the tube and sticking 

out the end of the tube at a 10-degree an-

gle to starboard.  After lots of confer-

ences with and without SUBDIV 32, we de-

cided to put a diver in the water and tie the nose of the torpedo to the inflatable life raft.  The 

theory was to back down abruptly and fast with the life raft tethered to the nose of the fish 

and force the torpedo out the tube by the pull of the line dragging the life raft.  We did this 

and it worked.  We now had the war-shot torpedo hanging from the raft. It was late in the af-

ternoon.   

We finally decided to shoot holes in the life raft and let the torpedo sink. Radioman West 

(later to become chief) recently returned from the Navy marksmanship competition and was 

elected to shoot holes in the life raft.  He got up on the top of the bridge and started shooting.  

Nothing happened.  The life raft would not sink.  It got dark and we ceased operations for the 

night.  In the morning the life raft was still floating.  Capt. Davis decided to come along side 

gingerly and cut the torpedo loose.  He did a great job of easing the bow near the life raft 

without setting off the torpedo.  We were ready to put a man over the side to cut it loose 

when the raft finally sunk!!  End of story … almost.  We managed to shoot an exercise torpe-

do from tubes aft on the way back to San Diego.   
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Razorback’s 
SHIPMATES SEA STORIES  
Stories, memories, incidents, challenges, jokes, photos & 
tall tales from times aboard shared by fellow shipmates. 



During the interval between the Cuban Missle Crisis and leaving for Wespac, Lt(jg) Pete Spit    

tler got married in San Francisco.  Rod Potter, Tom Long and I drove up to the wedding in our 

Porsches and back over the weekend.  It was a long trip, but we made it safely. Also, during 

that period Spittler’s father died.  These two events had a profound impact on Pete, who had 

recently been appointed Supply and Commissary Officer.  He decided to bail off the ship and 

out of submarines shortly before we were to depart.  I ended up Supply and Commissary Of-

ficer and had Mike Marmon as lead commissaryman.  He (with the help of departing Chief 

Commissaryman Hughes) was in charge of the “party” that loaded the ships stores and knew 

where everything was stored.  Shortly before departure Marmon was injured and could not 

make the trip.  This left us with only 2 cooks neither of whom knew were supplies were 

stored.    

 
The weekend before departure Wayne Hildebrand had the duty; he was married and would 

not see his wife for 6 months.  Rod Potter, who was single, in a humanitarian gesture volun-

teered to take the duty so Wayne could spend the last day with his family.  Rod also had the 

unenviable job of calculating the compensation for the first dive after all the changes to the 

ships weight due to loading out for a 6-month deployment.   

We got underway for Pearl on a Monday and the trip was largely uneventful except for the 

Commissary department, who were shorthanded, could not serve what was on the menu be-

cause they could not find it and were lucky to serve a decent meal.  Capt. Davis had me on 

the carpet for most of the week as we struggled to follow the rules for commissary.  It was a 

nightmare for me- the most unqualified officer on the boat.  The first dive went smoothly, so 

Rod must have done a good job on the compensation.  The saving grace for me was a new 

cook, CS2 West, waiting on the pier at Pearl, who was a wonderful baker and helped the de-

partment in many ways.  Morale improved when he came aboard.   

From Pearl we went to Midway and 

refueled and had a short rest peri-

od on the beach with the goonie 

birds.  EM2 Fouke lost an argu-

ment with a goonie bird but sur-

vived with a red nose.  The cur-

rents at midway are strong and the 

captain struggled to keep the ship 

in the shipping lane. He had to ap-

peal to Maneuvering “to give it eve-

rything you got” to keep the ship 

out of shallow water.   From there it 

was off to Yokosuka.   
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Check out the damage To This Japanese        
Submarine After It Collided With A Cargo Ship 
(Updated)  The diesel-electric attack submarine was surfacing when it impacted    

the 51,000-ton commercial vessel off the Japanese coast. 

BY THOMAS NEWDICK FEBRUARY 8, 2021 

·THE WAR ZONE 

 

A collision between a Japanese submarine and a cargo ship in the Pacific Ocean has resulted in injuries 
to at least three submariners, according to initial reports. The incident occurred today at 10:58 AM local 
time, around 25 miles southeast of Cape Ashizuri, in the waters off the island of Shikoku, which lies 
southwest of Japan’s main island of Honshu.  
 
The submarine involved was the first-in-class Soryu, one of 11 of these diesel-electric attack submarines 
active with the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force (JMSDF). The submarine entered service in 2009 and 
was taking part in a routine training exercise at the time of the collision.   

 
The Soryu, which has a surfaced displacement of approximately 2,900 tons and a length of just over 275 
feet, scraped the hull of the commercial vessel as it was surfacing, according to the Japanese Ministry of 
Defense. 
 
Unconfirmed reports suggest the cargo ship was the bulk carrier Ocean Artemis, which departed the Chi-
nese city of Qingdao on Friday and was headed for Okayama Prefecture in western Japan. With 51,000 
gross tons and a length of 750 feet, the Ocean Artemis is registered in Hong Kong and was transporting 
iron ore.  
 
Japanese government officials stated that three crew members on the submarine suffered minor injuries 
that did not require hospital treatment. Supposedly, damage to the Soryu was limited to 
a mast housing a periscope and a communication antenna and the submarine was able to continue. 

However, it is not known if it headed back to its homeport at Kure in Hiroshima Prefecture. 
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The damage to the antenna mast seems to have resulted in a total loss of communications and the 
submarine was required to navigate to a location where the crew could contact their base headquar-
ters using mobile phones. This resulted in a delay of three and a half hours before the crew of 
the Soryu could report the accident.  

Japanese Chief Cabinet Secretary Katsunobu Kato told members of the press that the commercial 
vessel had reported to the Japan Coast Guard that no impact was felt, and it does not appear to 

have sustained any damage.  So far, there have been no reports of injuries to any of the crew of the 
commercial vessel.  

Immediately after the accident, the Japanese government set up a response unit to investigate how 
the collision happened, as well as to assess the safety of the commercial vessel and provide rescue 
services if required. In a statement, Japan’s Minister of Defense Nobuo Kishi said the collision was 
“regrettable.” 

The incident demonstrates the risk of collision between submarines and surface vessels, especially 
when the former are surfacing. Collisions with surface vessels, as well as underwater obstructions, 
or even the seabed, are an ever-present hazard.  

For a submarine’s crew to be provided with collision-warning, its active sonar has to be operating. 
While this can be activated to see if there any obstacles in the submarine’s path, in many operation-
al scenarios the active sonar is not an option since it emits signals that other submarines and ships 
can detect. 

“There are conditions when you can have a quick transmit to see if there’s anything in the way, but 
operational scenarios more often than not will not support that,” former British Royal Navy subma-
rine commander Jeff Tall explained to the Guardian in 2003. “If you transmit on your own signal —   
if you go ping — some other bastard is going to hear it.” 
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On the other hand, the submarine’s passive sonar avoids the risk of detection and could have been 

used in this scenario. While a passive sonar may provide less information than its active counterpart, a 

vessel the size of this cargo ship that is underway should have been detected. If the commercial vessel 

was not running, it may have been harder to detect and/or find a range for. No reports of injuries to any 

of the crew of the commercial vessel. 

While running submerged, a submarine can also call upon its inertial navigation system, which should 

provide an accurate position, based on 3D gyroscopes, but which is only useful for non-moving obsta-

cles. Furthermore, the inertial navigation system needs frequent calibration to ensure its accuracy. Navi-

gating underwater is also heavily dependent on having very accurate maps of the seabed, which in turn 

requires various types of underwater survey equipment.  

The process of surfacing is recognized as one of the riskiest that a submarine has to do. Before com-

pleting such a maneuver, the crew will first plot any objects that can be detected on the surface — such 

as commercial vessels, or indeed warships. However, some surface obstacles are notoriously tricky to 

identify using sonar, in 

particular icebergs. The 

periscope can also be 

used just prior to surfac-

ing, scanning the surface 

of the water for shadows 

of potential hazards.  

 

 

 

   The Soryu maneuvers 
a speed while surfaced. 

Professor Ito Toshiyuki, a 

retired JMSDF vice admi-

ral, told the Japan Broadcasting Corporation that the accident should not have occurred. He noted that 

the dangers of the surfacing procedure would have been known to the crew and that they should have 

confirmed that the maneuver was safe using the sonar systems. It suggested that the sonar system may 

not have been properly functioning, or otherwise, there could have been “problems with the crew’s skills 

or their teamwork.” 

While we don’t yet know the cause of this accident, it is possible that only luck prevented a much worse 

outcome. In February 2001, for example, a Japanese fishery training ship, the Ehime Maru, was struck 

by the Los Angeles class nuclear-powered attack submarine USS Greeneville, when it surfaced south of 

Oahu, Hawaii. On that occasion, the commercial vessel was sunk with the loss of nine of the 35 people 

on board. 
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Update, 7:30 am PST: Since we posted this story, a number of new photos have  become 

available, revealing in quite a lot more detail the damage sustained to the submarine.    

In particular, it’s now clear that the starboard-side dive plane received a significant hit, and 

can be seen almost broken in two around the midway point. In more than one photo, crew-

members can be seen securing the broken dive plane with cables. There also appears to be 

rather more severe damage to the top of the sail itself, with a number of anechoic titles miss-

ing. The submarine now seems to be at the port of Kochi on the island of Shikoku.      

After publishing our initial story, we also received some interesting insight from several 

U.S. Navy veterans. The first of these, a former submariner who saw active service during 

the Cold War, provided the following observation: 

“I can attest to the risky nature of either going to periscope depth (PD) or surfacing. I 

would be confident that the Japanese sub crew was following all the normal protocols for 

either op but still managed to not detect the freighter. We nearly had it happen to us — 

with all the latest sonar assets and following protocol to the letter. All failed to detect the 

Russian freighter 500 yards off our port side. Yes, close enough to pick out the flag while 

executing a crash dive. Best we could figure after the laundry moment was there was a re-

ally hard salinity layer above us that was deflecting all the noise from the Russian.” 

A retired U.S. Navy commander suggested that the Japanese submarine could have been in 

the process of a training routine, during which it was looking at the underside of the ship. 

In this way, the submarine could have either simply got too close to the cargo ship to avoid 

a collision or otherwise got sucked toward it by the hydrodynamic forces imparted. The 

same source added: 

“I am inclined to think that the professionalism in the submarine world — among ourselves 

and our immediate friends — is such a high 

standard that this mishap under the sea 

was a snoop gone wrong.” 

We will continue to update this story as 

and when more confirmed details of the in-

cident emerge.   

Contact the author: thomas@thedrive.com 
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POPULAR MECHANICS PRO 

In the icy waters north of Russia, discarded submarine nuclear reactors lie 

deteriorating on the ocean floor—some still fully fueled. It’s only a matter of 

time before sustained corrosion allows seawater to eat its way to the aban-

doned uranium, causing an uncontrolled release of radioactivity into the Arc-

tic. 

For decades, the Soviet Union used the desolate Kara Sea as their dumping 

grounds for nuclear waste. Thousands of tons of nuclear material, equal to 

nearly six and a half times the radiation released at Hiroshima, went into the 

ocean. The underwater nuclear junkyard includes at least 14 unwanted reac-

tors and an entire crippled submarine that the Soviets deemed proper decom-

missioning too dangerous and expensive. Today, this corner-cutting haunts 

the Russians. A rotting submarine reactor fed by an endless supply of ocean 

water might re-achieve criticality, belching out a boiling cloud of radioactivity 

that could infect local seafood populations, spoil bountiful fishing grounds, 

and contaminate a local oil-exploration frontier. 

  

“Breach of protective barriers and the detection and spread of radionuclides 

in seawater could lead to fishing restrictions,” says Andrey Zolotkov, director 

of Bellona-Murmansk, an international non-profit environmental organiza-

tion based in Norway. “In addition, this could seriously damage plans for the 

development of the Northern Sea Route—ship owners will refuse to sail along 

it.” 

 

The Terrifying History of Russia’s                                     

Nuclear Submarine Graveyard 
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The equivalent of six-and-a-half Hiroshimas lies just beneath the ocean's surface. 
 
BY: Cory Graff 



Naval Technology 

US Navy’s USS Toledo submarine to undergo      
engineered overhaul 
1 February 2021 (Last Updated February 1st, 2021 15:10) 
 
The US Navy’s USS Toledo (SSN-769) submarine has arrived at the Norfolk Naval Shipyard 
(NNSY) for a scheduled engineered overhaul. 

 

The US Navy’s USS Toledo (SSN-769) submarine has arrived at the Norfolk Naval Shipyard (NNSY) for 
a scheduled engineered overhaul. 

The vessel has arrived at the shipyard on 21 January. 

It will undergo replacement, repair as well as overhaul of hardware and mechanical systems after an 
‘early production period’ comprising advance planning, execution services and availability preparations 
for task. 

The Naval Sea Systems Command estimated that around 437,000 workdays would be required for com-
pletion of the task. 

The engineered overhaul of the submarine follows USS Newport News (SSN-750) and USS Albany (SSN
-753). 

Deputy Project Superintendent Chad Waldroup said: “With the Covid-19 pandemic, the project team 
worked through a plan to have a smaller team travel to the boat’s homeport in Groton, Connecticut and 
perform pre-arrival work to allow us to get into the major work quicker once the boat arrived. 
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“We have also worked with [NNSY’s Pro- cess Improvement division] Code 
100PI on a number of Strategic Planning Session initiatives that will allow us to be successful. 

These initiatives range from buying new brows that improve the routing of services to looking at ex-
isting requirements to see if they can be improved upon.  We also set up a weekly meeting cadence 
with the ship to ensure they are well prepared on expectations and knowledge about the shipyard.” 

According to Naval Sea Systems Command, the Toledo will first be pier side for an ‘extended period’ 
before leaving to the dry dock as the dry dock is currently undergoing maintenance to upgrade its 
caisson, flood wall and piping. 

This maintenance of the dry dock is part of the larger Shipyard Infrastructure Optimisation Program 
(SIOP). 

Shipyard commander captain Dianna Wolfson said: “America’s Shipyard extends a warm welcome to 
USS Toledo and a great job to the project team for working several important initiatives already to 
achieve a successful availability.” 

In December 2012, General Dynamics (GD) Electric Boat secured a contract modification by the US 
Navy to carry out routine maintenance and modernisation work on USS Toledo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo By Petty Officer 1st Class STEVEN HOSKINS | Line handlers moor the Los Angeles-class fast-attack submarine USS Toledo (SSN 
769) to the pier upon the ship’s return home to Naval Submarine Base, New London in Groton, Connecticut Sept 12, 2019. Toledo 
executed the chief of naval operation’s maritime strategy in supporting national security interests and maritime security opera-
tions. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Steven Hoskins)  
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  From: National Defence                             

January 12, 2021 – Ottawa – National Defence/
Canadian Armed Forces 

Vice-Admiral Craig Baines assumed the duties of 
Commander of the Royal Canadian Navy 
(CRCN) from Vice-Admiral Art McDonald this af-
ternoon in a virtual change of command ceremo-
ny presided over by General Jonathan Vance, 

Chief of the Defence Staff (CDS), at the National Defence Headquarters 
in Ottawa. 

Vice-Admiral Baines assumes Command as the 37th CRCN. He has 
served in a variety of command and staff roles throughout his career, 
most recently serving as Deputy Vice CDS. 

The outgoing CRCN, Vice-Admiral McDonald, will be promoted to the rank of Admiral and will succeed 
General Vance as the 20th CDS. 

Quotes 

“I welcome Vice-Admiral Craig Baines as the 37th Commander of the Royal Canadian Navy (CRCN). 
He will provide very able leadership to our sailors through these challenging times and into the future. 
Vice-Admiral Baines has proudly served Canada for 33 years in our Royal Canadian Navy, in various 
roles as the Commander of a vessel, a Base, and a Fleet, which have all prepared him for this im-
portant role, as have his recent efforts as the Deputy Vice Chief of the Defence Staff. The women and 
men of the Royal Canadian Navy are indeed in good hands with Vice-Admiral Baines in command.” 

The Honourable Harjit S. Sajjan, Minister of National Defence  

“Change of command ceremonies represent both continuity and change, and it’s a tremendous pleas-
ure to mark the change of command of the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN) between two great sailors: 
Vice-Admiral Art McDonald and Vice-Admiral Craig Baines. Under Vice-Admiral McDonald’s leader-
ship, we have seen the RCN maintain an impressive operational tempo at home and abroad. His focus 
on people and innovation have positioned the Navy for success as it transitions to the future fleet. 

“Through his 33 years of service, Vice-Admiral Baines has a proven operational and institutional track 
record from which to draw upon as he continues to put Canada’s sailors first in all that he does. I am 
delighted to appoint Vice-Admiral Baines to command the Royal Canadian Navy and I know that he will 
lead by example, put our ethos into practice, and continue to steer the Navy towards the objectives of 
the future fleet.”  

General Jonathan Vance, Chief of the Defence Staff 

“It has been an honour and privilege to lead as the Commander of the Royal Canadian Navy (CRCN) 
for the past 18-months. As a One Navy Team, we have successfully accomplished our mission objec-
tives and have followed through the progression of key projects and initiatives while continually remain-
ing focussed on the priority that WE in the RCN, on this Watch, have placed on culture change! The 
RCN is equally known for who we are and how we conduct ourselves as much as for the amazing 
things we do. I am confident that the RCN will continue to sail smoothly under the watch of Vice-
Admiral Baines.” 

Royal Canadian Navy welcomes new Commander     
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Vice-Admiral Art McDonald, Outgoing Commander Royal Canadian Navy 

“As I assume Command from Vice-Admiral McDonald, I would like to recognize the significant lead-
ership that my shipmate has provided to the Royal Canadian Navy throughout his command. It goes 
without saying what an honour and privilege it is to become the 37th Commander of the Royal Cana-
dian Navy. Without question, the biggest part of this honour, is continuing to serve with a group of 
outstanding Canadians who wear a uniform on behalf of their country, often serving in a complex en-
vironment far from home. We will continue to prioritize support to our Sailors, Defence Team mem-
bers and their Families while managing ongoing cultural change, domestic and international opera-
tions, fleet recapitalization, training and readiness, all while innovating throughout our organization to 
make us the most inclusive, respect- driven Navy we can be. We remain committed to be READY to 
help, READY to lead, and READY to fight for Canadians.” 

Vice-Admiral Craig Baines, Incoming Commander Royal Canadian Navy 

Quick facts 

 Vice-Admiral Baines’ career in the Royal Canadian Navy has been a combination of sea-going 
appointments and staff officer positions throughout his 33 years of service. He started his career as 
bridge watch-keeping officer in Her Majesty’s Canadian Ship (HMCS) Saguenay, specializing in nav-
igation and naval warfare en route to an appointment as Commanding Officer of HMCS Winnipeg in 
2007. He held the appointment of Base Commander of Canadian Forces Base Esquimalt between 
July 2010 and July 2012. After serving as the Commander of Canadian Fleet Atlantic between 2014 
and 2017, he was appointed Commander Maritime Forces Atlantic and Joint Task Force Atlantic un-
til he assumed the position of Deputy Vice Chief of the Defence Staff in July 2020. 

 The Royal Canadian Navy is Canada’s naval force consisting of approximately 8,300 Regular 
Force and 3,600 Reserve sailors, supported by approximately 3,800 civilian employees. 

 The mission of the Royal Canadian Navy is to generate combat-capable, multipurpose maritime 
forces that support Canada’s efforts to participate in security operations anywhere in the world, as 
part of an integrated Canadian Armed Forces. 

The Royal Canadian Navy fleet, divided between the Atlantic (Halifax, N.S.) and Pacific 

(Esquimalt,B.C) 
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The strange submarine saga:          

  Son of Collins to son of Collins 

31 Aug 2020            |Graeme Dobell 

 

The switch from creating a ‘Son of Collins’ to making a ‘son of Collins’ is a conundrum of Australia’s 

submarine saga. 

The Defence Department abandoned the option of building a second generation of the Collins-class 

submarines long ago. And our partner in building the Collins, Sweden, wasn’t even considered in the 

contest (between France, Germany and Japan) to create the new submarine. 

Yet today we are building a new version of the Collins through a life-of-type extension of the existing 

subs. After casting off the capital ‘S’ option we now clasp the small ‘s’ son of Collins. 
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The 2020 force structure plan says the cost of the son of Collins—extension 

plus sustainment—will be between $3.5 and $6 billion. In the way of subs, ex-

pect that $6 billion figure to grow. Insight Economics estimates the life extension for the Collins could 

cost $15 billion. 

The sub option that didn’t fully surface is the Son of Collins, although it’s conning tower is visible as 

the son of Collins. Many factors fathered the decision not to do the Son. 

First, politics, with its dimensions of dollars and debate, dithering and delay. 

Second, the agonising process of turning the Collins from dud sub to beaut boat. The Collins sus-

tainment was on Defence’s list of projects of concern for a record nine years. 

Third, the quarrelsome marriage with Sweden. The legal battles over submarine intellectual property 

had divorce-court elements: a rerun of the relationship problems conducted as an argument about 

property and progeny. 

Fourth, Defence’s fears about getting the expertise for the evolution to a next-generation boat. Subs 

need the right minds as well as lots of money. 

On the politics of dollars and dithering, Labor’s defence policy platform when it won office in 2007 

proclaimed that it’d accelerate work on Australia’s next generation of subs ‘ahead of the current 

timetable which schedules first pass approval for 2011’. Instead, we missed that target by five years. 

The Turnbull government did first pass in 2016. 

Labor policy in 2007 thought ‘a developmental project involving the migration of evolved Collins 

class combat and ship control systems might be necessary’. By the 2009 defence white paper, La-

bor proclaimed the need for 12 new subs. 

The stage was set for the Son of Collins. Yet zip happened. The first-pass window kept passing. The 

global financial crisis hit. Struggling to fix the Collins, Labor didn’t have the energy for the Son and 

adopted a son stop-gap. 

If Labor didn’t act on a Son of Collins, the Liberals couldn’t or wouldn’t. The Libs made much noise 

about the Collins problems and Labor failures. When Tony Abbott won government in 2013, the Col-

lins was more political pariah than the potential parent of the next-generation submarine. (For this 

chronology, see the parliamentary library’s new account of the subs story, building on its previous 

report from 2012.) 

Beyond the politics, the conundrum centres on the thinking in Defence and the Royal Australian Na-

vy. Why didn’t the navy want a Son of Collins? Why didn’t Defence put Sweden in the mix? 

On those two questions, Marcus Hellyer (ASPI’s sage on the inner workings of the Defence mind) 

judges that excluding the Swedes ‘is one of Defence’s most bizarre capability decisions’. Bizarre, 

indeed. 

Defence argued there’d been a hiatus in Sweden’s sub building and that gap posed an unacceptable 

risk. The claim that the game had moved far and fast was also deployed to attack the Son of Col-

lins—developing what we had wouldn’t deliver what Defence said we needed: a brand new design. 
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As Hellyer writes: ‘Defence testified that a study into the possibility of evolving the Collins 

“demonstrated that the design effort involved would be similar to a new design”. Ultimately Defence 

concluded that an evolved Collins “would not provide a beneficial, nor a low cost and low risk solu-

tion for the Future Submarine”.’ 

Australia had the intellectual property for the Collins, but seemed to doubt its intellectual and tech-

nical ability to create a Son of Collins. Defence feared we didn’t have the critical mass of expertise to 

design and build a new boat. 

Naval sage James Goldrick emphasises an old line offering a difficult truth: ‘The greatest restriction 

on naval expansion is draughtsmen not money’. 

Canberra worried that it had the money but not the minds. That informs the whispered response to 

the criticism that Australia should be running a competition between a Son of Collins and the French

-designed Attack class. Defence fears it’ll be fiendishly difficult to get the skills and smarts to achieve 

just one boat design. 

As Goldrick told me: 

The French may have realised the potential benefit to themselves of this process earlier than any-

body else—apart from the fact that their boat was the best, according to the final Australian evalua-

tion. 

What is happening all over the world is an increasing problem of continuity for the evolution of de-

sign because that requires there to be continued work. Almost nobody is building enough subma-

rines, frequently enough, to be self-sustaining as a centre of design and enterprise. 

Even if you are building continuously, if you have a big break in your design effort, it’s very difficult to 

recover, as the British and even the Americans and Russians have experienced. 

Association with the Australian continuous 

build/batch upgrade scheme would help the 

French maintain critical mass and sustain their 

design skills. 

So, the Son of Collins didn’t surface. But the 

stretching Attack-class timeline means we’re 

now committed to the son of Collins.              

The saga has many bizarre twists. 
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Thales Australia has been awarded A$23.7m   
contract by the Commonwealth of Australia 
(CoA) to deliver enhanced sonar systems of       
the Royal Australian Navy’s Collins-class      
submarines. 
 
Under the contract, Thales Australia will design 
and implement the Mine and Obstacle Avoidance 
Sonar (MOAS) and High Frequency Intercept Ar-
ray (HFIA) systems for the six operational Col-
lins-class submarines. 
 
The Mine and Obstacle Avoidance System will 
have capability to acoustically detect obstacles, 
including mines. 
 
It is said to be submarine’s critical capability to 
sustain naval operations due to the threat of 
mines, as well as other navigational hazards in 
Australia’s maritime region. 
 
The High Frequency Intercept Array is designed          
 

 to help detect high frequency 
emissions like sonars, and 
emerging undersea threats. 
 
The upgrades are expected to 
enhance the capability of the 
Collins-class submarines while 
boosting the Australian Defence 
industry. 
 
Australian Defence Minister 
Senator Linda Reynolds CSC 
said that the Mine and Obstacle 
Avoidance System and High 
Frequency Intercept Array are 
important parts of the upgrades 

to the Collins sonar system. 
 
 

Reynolds added: “Our six Collins Class subma-
rines are a highly capable and regionally superior 
capability that are only halfway through their op-
erational life. 
 

“To ensure this capability maintains its edge, 

were upgrading and improving its systems in-

cluding through sonar upgrades. 

 

“With more than 20 years of investment in Aus-
tralia by Thales and Defence, these upgrades will 
complement broader improvements to the sonar 
capability of the Collins Class, ensuring the re-
gional superiority of the fleet into the future.” 
 
Australian Minister for Defence Industry Melissa 
Price said: “Once again, we are backing Aussie 
businesses and creating jobs in our defence indus-
try, which is in turn helping the national economy 
on its road to recovery after Covid-19.” 
 

Thales Australia selected to deliver 
enhanced  sonars for Collins-class submarines 
30 December 2020 (Last Updated December 30th, 2020 11:39) 

Australian submarine HMAS Collins. Credit: Kockums AB. 
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 Up For Our Newsletter  

The 'Secret' Submarines the U.S. Navy Doesn't 

Want to Talk About (And Russia Fears)                              
    Why the Seawolf-Class Submarines dominate.                                       

by David Axe Follow @daxe on TwitterL                      

  

Image: Seawolf conducts  

Sometime apparently in August 2013, the U.S. Navy’s nuclear-powered attack submarine USS Seawolf 

eased out of the port of Bremerton, in Washington State, on what was probably her fifth or sixth de-

ployment since commissioning in 1997.  

A month later the U.S. Sixth Fleet, in charge of ships in European waters, posted a series of photos to 

the Website Flickr depicting the U.S. ambassador to Norway, Barry White, touring the 350-foot-long 

Seawolf pierside at Haakonsvern naval base … in southern Norway. Thousands of miles from Washing-

ton State. 

How Seawolf got to Norway—and what she might have done en route—offer a rare and tantalizing 

glimpse into some of the most secretive quarters of the most poorly understood aspects of American na-

val power. 

For it seems Seawolf traveled to Norway along a path rarely taken by any vessel — underneath the    

Arctic ice.3 
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The Navy doesn’t like to talk about its submarines. After all, a sub’s biggest advantage is its stealth.  

And of the sailing branch’s roughly 70 undersea boats, Seawolf and her  two sister vessels Connecti-

cut and Jimmy Carter are among the most secretive.              

   Google the names of any of the Navy’s Los Angeles-class submarines, the most numerous in the 

fleet, and you’ll get hits: Navy statements and photo releases, the occasional news article. But try to 

look up Seawolf-class vessels and you’ll get next to nothing. 

Her official Website is blocked. The last time Seawolf’s exterior appeared in a Navy photo was 2009. 

That’s because Seawolf and her sisters are special. Newer, bigger, faster and more heavily armed than 

standard attack submarines, the nearly $3-billion-per-copy Seawolfs have been fitted with hundreds 

of millions of dollars in unique equipment and are assigned to their own special squadron in Wash-

ington State. 

They deploy for months at a time often without any public notice. The wife of a Seawolf sailor de-

scribed the boat as “unpredictable.” 

A steady drumbeat of Navy citations is mute testimony to secret combat missions performed with ap-

parent success. In 2007 Seawolf’s 140-man crew earned a Meritorious Unit Commendation—roughly 

equivalent to a Bronze Star earned in combat—and in 2009 followed that up with a Navy Unit Com-

mendation, equal to a Silver Star.   

We know what the submarine force as a whole does for a living: gather intelligence, launch cruise 

missiles at terrorists and rogue states, send commandos ashore for recon and raids. But we don ’t 

know which of these missions to attribute to Seawolf.   

Nor can we say for sure exactly where Seawolf plies her shadowy trade. She ’s normally assigned to the 

Pacific Fleet, but even that can change in a pinch. 
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Puzzle Pieces:                                            

Here’s what we do know. In March 2011 Seawolf’s sister ship Connecticut was tapped for the rare hon-

or of operating under the Arctic ice for tests. 

Connecticut and the brand-new Virginia-class sub New Hampshire sailed north of Prudhoe Bay, Alas-

ka, for one of the Navy’s infrequent “ICEX” exercises, begun after the submarine USS Nautilus, in 

1958, became the first undersea boat to reach the North Pole. 

Connecticut “worked with the U.S. Navy Arctic Submarine Laboratory and the University of Washing-

ton Applied Physics Laboratory to test new equipment and train for under-ice operations in an arctic 

environment,” the Navy announced. 

The new equipment included “high-frequency sonar for safe Arctic operations and the Raytheon Deep 

Siren acoustic communications system,” the sailing branch added. 

We know that Seawolf spent almost three years in drydock starting in September 2009. Contractors 

did $280 million in work. And when Seawolf returned to the 

cold Pacific waters in April 2012, she was “even more capable 

and effective than at any time in her 15 years of service,” ac-

cording to Cdr. Dan Packer, her skipper at the time. 

It’s possible Seawolf received the same under-ice gear Con-

necticut tested in 2011. The Arctic is, after all, a new area of 

concern for the Navy. With the ice receding, new shipping 

lanes are opening up and foreign navies are getting more ac-

tive. 

“We have some very fundamental interests — security inter-

ests — in the Arctic region,” Adm. Gary Roughead, then the 

Navy’s top officer, said in 2009. 

Chilly Reception:  

In any event, it’s apparent that Seawolf has crossed over the top of the world for her current deploy-

ment. Practically speaking, there’s no other way the vessel could have arrived in Norway mere weeks 

after departing her homeport in Washington State. 

So what was Seawolf doing under the ice? Most likely simply training … for fighting under ice. For a 

submarine crew, going to the Arctic “gives us the opportunity to test our combat systems, our naviga-

tion systems, our communication systems and just what it’s like to operate in this very challenging en-

vironment,” Roughead said four years ago. 

And there are good reasons besides a tradition of secrecy to do so quietly. Consider Moscow ’s reaction 

to the 2009 ICEX. “Any action by foreign submarines in the vicinity of Russia’s maritime borders natu-

rally demand heightened scrutiny on our part,” a Kremlin spokesperson warned. 

The Russians want to know what America’s subs are doing, too.                                                                   
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Israel Defence Force: Our subs sail everywhere Iran:                 

Our response to any attack will be strong 
 
Army spokesman tells Saudi paper Israel is tracking Iran movements in region, days after Israeli subma-
rine said to cross Suez Canal; Revolutionary Guard says ready for any scenario 
By TOI STAFF26 December 2020, 3:27 pm   

 

 
Illustrative: An Israeli submarine sails during Independence Day celebrations marking 70 years since the founding of the state in 1948, in Tel Aviv, 
April 19, 2018. (AP/Ariel Schalit) 
 

After an Israel Defense Forces spokesman told a Saudi newspaper on Friday that Israeli submarines 
were quietly operating “everywhere,” an unnamed Iranian official told Al Jazeera Saturday that 
“Tehran’s response to any attack on national security will be strong and wide.” 
The anonymous source claimed that Israel “is looking for excuses to drag the region into tension that 
will create chaos” in the final days of US President Donald Trump’s term. 
And the top naval commander in the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps warned that Iran was ready 
to defend itself and was prepared for any scenario. 
“Forces, systems and equipment are at the desired level of readiness to defend the water borders, the 
interests and security of our country,” said IRGC Navy Commander Admiral Alireza Tangsiri. 
Tangsiri’s comments came after IDF Spokesperson Hidai Zilberman told the Saudi Arabian Elaph 
news outlet that Israel was tracking Iranian movements around the region, and that Israeli submarines 
were quietly “sailing everywhere.” 
Zilberman gave the interview after an Israeli submarine reportedly openly crossed the Suez Canal last 
week in a show of force directed at Iran. The move was approved by Egypt, according to the Kan pub-
lic broadcaster, which cited Arab intelligence sources. The submarine reportedly surfaced and faced 
the Persian Gulf, which lies on the other side of Saudi Arabia. The intelligence sources said the move 
was meant to “send a message” to Iran.  
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Zilberman additionally said that although Israel was not aware of any specific plans by Iran to attack 
the Jewish state, Iranian forces could carry out an attack from Iraq or Yemen, according to a trans-
lation of the interview by the Ynet news site. 
 
He said Israel had information indicating Iran was developing unmanned aerial vehicles and “smart 
missiles” in Iraq and Yemen, and that the weapons could have the ability to strike Israel. 
Zilberman said Israel had attacked targets in Syria in the past year, and used 500 smart missiles, 
without any response from Iran or the Syrian regime. He added that Israel had no intention of letting 
up its pressure campaign against Iran in Syria. 
The IDF has launched hundreds of strikes in Syria since the start of the civil war in 2011 against 
moves by Iran to establish a permanent military presence in the country and efforts to transport ad-
vanced, game-changing weapons to terrorist groups in the region, principally Hezbollah. 
Zilberman’s comments were not immediately available in English and the interview contained few 
direct quotes. 
 
On Monday, IDF Chief of Staff Aviv Kohavi warned Iran against attacking Israel, saying that the 
Jewish state will retaliate forcefully against any aggression. 
Iran has threatened to attack Israel since the assassination of its top nuclear scientist, Mohsen 

Fakhrizadeh, in late November, in a raid blamed on the Jewish state  

 
 
 
 
 
In this Sept. 18, 2016 file photo Revolutionary Guard Gen. Qassem So-
leimani, center, attends a meeting with Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali 
Khamenei and Revolutionary Guard commanders in Tehran, Iran. (Office 
of the Iranian Supreme Leader via AP) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In a strikingly similar move to the reported Israeli 
submarine crossing of the Suez Canal, a US nuclear submarine crossed the Strait of Hormuz on 
Monday as the anniversary of the killing of Iranian General Qassem Soleimani by a US drone ap-
proached. 
US military officials fear an attack by Tehran to avenge the powerful Soleimani, leader of the 
IRGC’s elite Quds force, who was assassinated on January 3, 2020, in a US drone strike near 
Baghdad airport in Iraq. 

Brig. Gen. Hidai Zilberman, who was nominated 
to take over as the next IDF spokesperson on 
June 13, 2019. (Israel Defense Forces) 
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Congress OKs new Arctic icebreakers for 
 Coast Guard 
The Associated Press                                                                  December 15, 2020                                       
                                                                                               David B. Larter, Joe Gould, Aaron Mehta 

Two Coast Guardsmen and a scientist walk on the frozen Arctic Sea from the Coast Guard Cutter Healy 
(WAGB-20) to conduct an ice survey Oct. 2, 2018, about 715 miles north of Barrow, Alaska. (NyxoLyno 
Cangemi/U.S. Coast Guard) 
 

ANCHORAGE, Alaska — Congress has passed a bill authorizing the addition of Coast Guard 
Polar Security Cutters for use as icebreakers, and an Alaska senator said the Trump administra-
tion is considering leasing an icebreaker owned by a Republican donor. 
The Coast Guard has two icebreakers, but only one is operating following an August fire that 
damaged the USS Healy. Ongoing construction work on a new icebreaker is not expected to be 
finished until 2024. 
The Coast Guard Reauthorization Act is part of the National Defense Authorization Act passed 
by Congress for Fiscal Year 2021. 
 
Trump memo demands new fleet of Arctic icebreakers be ready by 2029 and it's going to be a     
government wide effort.  Republican U.S. Sen. Dan Sullivan of Alaska coauthored the bill with 
Democratic Sen. Maria Cantwell of Washington and Republican Sen. Roger Wicker of Missis-
sippi. 
Sullivan in a statement thanked his colleagues “for recognizing the importance of the Arctic, 
and for supporting the vessels and infrastructure that are needed to realize America’s role as an 
Arctic nation.” 
Republican Sen. Lisa Murkowski of Alaska expressed support for the approval of additional 
icebreakers. 
“I’m proud of the progress that we have made to help the U.S. strengthen its capacity and pres-
ence in the Arctic as other Arctic and non-Arctic nations expand theirs,” Murkowski said 
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Russian nuclear submarine test-fires 4 missiles 
Vladimir Isachenkov, The Associated Press                                         Decemer 2020 

In this photo taken from video distributed by Russian Defense Ministry Press Service, interconti-
nental ballistic missiles are launched by the Vladimir Monomakh nuclear submarine of the Russian 
navy from the Sera of Okhotsk, Russia, Saturday, Dec. 12, 2020. (Russian Defense Ministry Press 
Service via AP) 
 
 
MOSCOW — A Russian nuclear submarine on Saturday successfully test-fired four inter-
continental ballistic missiles in a show of readiness of Moscow ’s nuclear forces amid tension 
with the U.S. 
 
The Defense Ministry said that the Vladimir Monomakh submarine of the Pacific Fleet 
launched four Bulava missiles in quick succession from an underwater position in the Sea of 
Okhotsk. Their dummy warheads hit their designated targets on the Chiza shooting range in 
the Arkhangelsk region in northwestern Russia more than 5,500 kilometers (over 3,400 
miles) away, the ministry said in a statement. 
 
The Vladimir Monomakh is one of the new Borei-class nuclear submarines that carry 16 Bu-
lava missiles each and are intended to serve as the core of the naval component of the na-
tion’s nuclear forces for decades to come. Another submarine of the same type performed a 
similar launch of four Bulava missiles in 2018 — a costly demonstration of the efficiency of 
the country’s nuclear deterrent mimicking the conditions of a major nuclear conflict.  
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In this photo taken from video distributed by Russian Defense Ministry Press Service, the Vladimir Monomakh 

nuclear submarine of the Russian navy is seen before a practice missile launch in the Sea of Okhotsk, Russia, 

Saturday, Dec. 12, 2020. (Russian Defense Ministry Press Service via AP) 

 In a report to President Vladimir Putin, Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu said that Saturday’s 

launch wrapped up large-scale drills of Russia’s strategic nuclear forces that began Wednesday. 

As part of those maneuvers, another Russian nuclear submarine also performed a practice launch 

of an intercontinental ballistic missile from the Barents Sea, a ground-based ICBM was launched 

from the Plesetsk facility in northwestern Russia and Tu-160 and Tu-95 strategic bombers fired 

cruise missiles at test targets at an Arctic range. 

Trump left the Open Skies Treaty, but don’t write it off yet.  President Donald Trump made good on 
his decision to withdraw from the Open Skies Treaty, but it looks like newly elected President Joe 
Biden, who opposed that move, may have a path to revive the pact. 
 
Russia has expanded its military drills in recent years amid tensions with the West as relations 
have sunk to post-Cold War lows after Moscow’s 2014 annexation of Ukraine’s Crimean Penin-
sula. 
 
The series of missile launches comes less than two months before the New START U.S.-Russian 
arms control treaty expires in early February. Moscow and Washington have discussed  the possi-
bility of its extension, but so far have failed to overcome their differences. 
 
New START was signed in 2010 by U.S. President Barack Obama and Russian President Dmitry 
Medvedev. It limits each country to no more than 1,550 deployed nuclear warheads and 700 de-
ployed missiles and bombers, and envisages sweeping on-site inspections to verify compliance 
and expires Feb. 5 unless the U.S. and Russia agree to extend it.  
After both Moscow and Washington withdrew from the 1987 Intermediate -Range Nuclear Forc-
es Treaty last year, New START is the only remaining nuclear arms control deal between the 
two countries still standing. 
Arms control advocates have warned that its expiration would remove any checks on U.S. 
and Russian nuclear forces, in a blow to global stability.  
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U.S. submarine transits Strait of Hormuz as Middle East       
tensions rise 
DEFENSE NEWS 
DEC. 21, 2020 / 2:22 PM 
By Ed Adamczyk

 
The guided missile submarine USS Georgia, accompanied by the USS Port Royal, transited the Strait of Hormuz, the U.S. Naval                   

Forces Central Command said on Monday. Photo by MCS2 Indra Beaufort/U.S. Navy   

 
Dec. 21 (UPI) -- The guided-missile submarine USS Georgia passed through the Strait of Hormuz, the U.S. Naval 
Forces Central Command said Monday in a rare disclosure. 
The submarine, which can carry up to 154 Tomahawk cruise missiles, was escorted by the guided missile cruis-
ers USS Port Royal and USS Philippine Sea through the strait as it entered the Persian Gulf.  
The U.S. military rarely announces the movements of its submarines, and the disclosure comes as U.S. officials 
are on alert for heightened tensions in the Middle East. Jan. 3 marks the first anniversary of the assassination of 
Iranian Gen. Qassem Soleimani, who died in a U. S. drone strike in Iraq. 
"We are prepared to defend ourselves, our friends and partners in the region, and we're prepared to react, if nec-
essary," U.S. Central Command chief Gen. Frank McKenzie recently told reporters of potential Iranian or 
proxy reprisals coinciding with the anniversary. 
RELATED USS Stout comes home after record-breaking 215 days at sea 
The statement by the Central Command on Monday did not mention the possibility of combating potential threats. 
It added, though that the "[USS] Georgia's presence in the U.S. 5th Fleet area of operations demonstrates the 
U.S. Navy's ability to sail and operate wherever international law allows." 
On Sunday, rockets were fired into Baghdad's International Zone, causing minor damage but only one casualty, 
an Iraqi citizen, at the U.S. Embassy. 
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo blamed Iran for the attack, saying in a statement Sunday: "As Iraq strug-
gles with COVID-19 and an increasingly dire economic crisis, Iran-backed militias are the most serious impedi-
ment to helping Iraq return to peace and prosperity. The same militias targeting diplomatic facilities are stealing 
Iraqi state resources on a massive scale." 
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Rep. Lee Zeldin on President Trump's success with Gulf nations and Israel facing a common threat from Tehran. 

The guided-missile submarine USS Georgia entered the Persian Gulf on Monday in America’s latest deterrence 
mission against Iran.   
The submarine – which is armed with up to 154 Tomahawk cruise missiles and a dry deck shelter for Navy 
SEALs – was escorted by cruisers Port Royal and Philippine Sea.   
It’s the first time in eight years the U.S. Navy’s 5th Fleet has publicly announced that one of its guided-missile 
submarines has transited the Strait of Hormuz and entered the Persian Gulf – and the maneuver follows recent 
flights of nuclear-capable Air Force bombers to the region.  

The guided-missile submarine USS 
Georgia, right, transits the Strait of Hormuz with the guided-missile cruiser USS Port Royal, the guided-missile cruiser USS 
Philippine Sea, not pictured, and an MH-60R Sea Hawk helicopter, attached to Helicopter Maritime Strike Squadron 48. 
(U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Indra Beaufort) 

 
ROCKETS LAUNCHED AT US EMBASSY IN BAGHDAD  
The show of force by the U.S. military also comes one day after the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad was attacked by a 
barrage of rockets that caused "minor damage" to the sprawling diplomatic compound, but no was left injured. 

It was the first rocket attack on the embassy since late last month and comes as the one-year anniversary of the 
U.S. killing of Iran’s most powerful general, Qasem Soleimani, looms. The rocket attacks are blamed on Iranian-
backed proxy fighters inside Iraq.   

Soleimani was killed minutes after arriving in Baghdad by an American drone orbiting over the airport on Jan. 3. 
Iran responded by launching ballistic missiles against U.S. forces inside Iraq days later.  

On New Year’s Eve last year, an angry mob attacked the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad, causing damage to the ex-
terior, but no Americans were harmed. U.S. Marine Corps reinforcements arrived hours after the attack began to 
bolster security.  

A Navy official tells Fox News the latest submarine and warship movements into the Persian Gulf were "long 
planned" as the anniversary of the killing of Soleimani approaches and not in response to yesterday’s embassy 
attack.   

The aircraft carrier Nimitz remains on station outside the Persian Gulf in the Arabian Sea nearby.  

  

NAVY                                                                                                  

By Lucas Y. Tomlinson | Fox News    
          

US guided-missile submarine enters Persian Gulf             
   in latest show of force to Iran     
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If you would like to donate to a cause that was near 
and dear to Bob Opple’s heart, you can donate to : 
Arkansas Inland Maritime Museum, 120 Riverfront Park Drive, North Little 
Rock, AR 72114 
 
Note: The museum request that on the memo line, write “In memory of Bob Opple”.\It is at 
this Maritime Museum was his FIRST true love, the USS Razorback now lives.  All proceeds 
will go to maintaining this beautiful boat that he brought home 19 years ago. 
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    MEMBERSHIP DUES  

If your not a life member, then you 

need to pay your annual dues.  If 

you haven't already sent your $20 

dues in please do so now.  The 

were due on Dec. 31st. 2020 

 Send to :  Wayne Hildebrand                 

  P.O. Box  125     

    Vida, OR.              

            97488-0125  

Please include your name, e-mail and 

home address with payment. 



SS34.O

RG 

SS394. 

 The three sails of the USS Razorback  USS 394 

SS394.ORG 
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Designed by Valerie Braunschweig 



 USS394.ORG  

   Razorback Association Membership  

 

 

The Association charges an annual fee to covers costs of the quarterly newsletter and opera-
tional expenses. To join, fill out this application and send it with your check payable to the 
USS Razorback Association. Dues (see below) are payable by December 31 for the following 
year.  

Mail to Wayne Hildebrand P.O. Box 125 Vida, OR 97488-0125  

 

Name:_____________________________________________________________________ 

Spouse____________________________________________________(orNOK)  

Address:_______________________________________________________________________ 

 City: _______________________________State______________ Zip Code: ________________ 

 Phone: ______________________________ Cel #:_____________________________  

E-Mail Address: __________________________________________________________  

Date of Birth: _________________________ Home Town :_____________________-_______  

Years on Razorback: 19________ to 19_________  

Qual. Boat Hull#________ Qual . Yr________  

Highest Rank/Rate on Razorback:____________________________  

Membership Dues: Annual $ 20 Lifetime $100  

Membership subject to approval by the Razorback Association 

               Mbr Form March 2020  
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